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ABSTRACT
!

Universities and colleges in America are currently undergoing what is arguably

the most exciting yet most difficult time period in their history. Technology is
proliferating rapidly and talking over many aspects of education; in fact, most of this
technology was originally developed by universities and colleges. It is now being
leveraged more than ever, bringing connectivity and simplicity only dreamed of in
years past. The advancements and change brought by technology are often disruptive to
many organizations, however, and require a different mindset than that for books and
desks. In the university system, information sharing has always been the key to
education, and the need to exchange information and collaborate on ideas is a
cornerstone of the environment. The use of technology can either enhance or hinder this
experience, and careful consideration should be put into what technologies are chosen
in higher education.
!

There is always room for improvement of the technology and services provided

by an organization, and the initial portion of the thesis will focus on this fact with both
specific and general examples. By leveraging industry-standard resources and best
practices to improve technology and services, this goal becomes much more within
reach. This leverage, however, cannot be provided without an organization that is
committed to having centralization, coordination, and leadership as cornerstones of
their organization. The second part of this thesis will therefore focus on how a

centralized, coordinated structure with excellent leadership can strengthen the
commitment to improvement and allow each department or group to be more efficient
and productive with fewer inaccuracies and oversights. These points are even more
targeted in regard to Youngstown State University — how can a state university afford
not to be proactive with the research and discovery of new ideas to become a leader in
the field of technology? Youngstown State University must be committed to becoming
an active and innovative participant in the technology of the 21st century. Toward that
end, the goal of this project is to suggest guiding principles backed by solutions and an
organizational structure to support this commitment.
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CHAPTER 1
TECHNOLOGY AND SERVICES
“Leveraging industry-standard resources and best practices to improve technology and services”

!

In 2002, Youngstown State University started the process for developing “a

coordinated and prioritized technology plan” known internally as the Information
Technology (IT) Master Plan. Between this and the basic directives specified in the
Centennial Campus Master Plan of 2008, YSU 2020 Strategic Plan of 2010-2011, and
various purchasing and procurement procedures, a vision for the University’s
technological future has been set. While the biggest key to this is the IT Master Plan
itself, all of these documents are important for and relate to what a technology division
in higher education needs to be. Therefore, a combination of internal and external
documents and research, reports of problems and issues from within the organization,
and solutions in use by other organizations will all be visited and reviewed in the quest
for providing reliable, respected, and established recommendations for improving
Youngstown’s State’s technology and services.
!

The first matter that should be explored is what has been accomplished in regard

to IT. Some of the goals and directives in the IT Master Plan have indeed been achieved
in the last decade, and that should be commended. Banner, known internally

1

as YES (YSU’s Enterprise Resource Planning Solution) and marketed as the MyYSU
Portal from Sungard SCT, was introduced as a university-wide Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) solution to manage student information and integrate with other
services such as email and online course management software, allowing for improved
internal information management as well as increased ease of use by all stakeholders –
students, faculty, and staff. (Figure 1.1.2) Blackboard Learn (née WebCT) has been
integrated as an online course platform, fulfilling directives for advanced learning and
web-based learning solutions. (Figure 1.1.3) Secure wireless access has also been added
across campus in nearly all buildings and locations, and initial speed and reliability
issues have been mainly worked out. (Figure 1.1.1) All three of these technologies also
integrate with a common directory services structure, making logon information across
the portal, Blackboard, and oncampus networked machines the
same for users. Voice Over IP
(VoIP) has also begun deployment
to buildings to replace standard
phones in offices and classrooms.
Other tasks such as upgrading
Figure 1.1.1. Wireless access on Mac OS X 10.6

classrooms with standard
multimedia equipment,

2

Figure 1.1.2. MyYSU Portal (Banner / YES) , an Enterprise Resource Planning Solution

Figure 1.1.3. Blackboard Learn Online Course Platform

3

establishing cutting-edge experimental labs, and establishing various technology funds
for future expenditures had achieved good initial progress but have not continued.
Progress in other areas of technology seems to have stalled as well. Without full
functionality in an initial implementation (or a timetable for its fulfillment), complete
documentation, quality training, use of industry standards or best practices when
applicable, and plans for future maintenance of the system based on user feedback, a
project cannot be classified as completed, or ultimately, successful.

Academic and Classroom Technologies
!

Youngstown State University has over 80 media classrooms on campus, which at

their best consist of a PC, document camera, Blu-Ray DVD player, and projector with
speakers and source control for the entire set up1. There are also more than 50 computer
labs on campus2. All of this sounds very good; however, not all rooms are equal. The
classrooms are in various states – some have only an older PC, projector, and VHS
player while others are fully featured and have all-new equipment. The labs are not the
same either. Some labs are “generalized” and only have basic productivity software
such as Microsoft Office, while others are “specialized” labs for various departments
with specific software needs such as Adobe Creative Suite, Matlab, or SAS3 . While a

1

http://mac.ysu.edu/mac_new/multimedia_classrooms.html

2

http://www.as.ysu.edu/~maclabs/

3

Information per Dr. Jason Rakers
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helpful listing of multimedia classrooms exists at http://mac.ysu.edu/mac_new/
multimedia_classrooms.html, there is only a limited listing of campus labs today – the
page for this at http://www.as.ysu.edu/~maclabs/ simply shows where labs are and
not who can use them or what software is available (there is a software search option
but it appears to be broken). Because of these hidden listings, professors and students
alike struggle with non-optimal learning and work environments on campus when
there is no need to do so.
!

An exhaustive, categorized listing for lab equipment and multimedia classrooms

is much needed and would fulfill the “C-4: Identify specialized instructional
equipment” directive of the IT Master Plan. It would allow for students and professors
to see what software is installed in each lab and classroom, where labs are on campus, if
labs are open, used for instruction, or only available to certain majors, and if printing
available in a given room or lab. (Figure 1.2.1) An optimal listing would have both labs
and multimedia classrooms and allow for the integration of course scheduling in labs
and classrooms
designed for
instruction as well as
additional limiteduse scheduling for
classes or events that

Figure 1.2.1. Excerpt from Durham Tech’s computer lab listing

5

Figure 1.2.2. University of Pennsylvania Computer Lab Request Form page

may need a lab for short periods of time throughout a semester. This could be
accomplished with a solution as basic as a knowledge base entry or static web page
such as the one used by Durham Tech4 for room listings combined with a computer lab
web request form such as the one used by the University of Pennsylvania 5, or be as
featured and powerful as a software solution such as the free phpScheduleIt6. (Figure
1.2.1, 1.2.2, 1.2.3) With any option, an initial integration period would be necessary but
would achieve directives in the YSU 2020 Strategic Plan relating to positive learning
outcomes, the use of advanced technology for learning, and the utilization of available
4

http://www.durhamtech.edu/html/current/computerlabschedule.htm

5

http://www.sas.upenn.edu/computing/labs

6

http://www.php.brickhost.com/index.php

6

Figure 1.2.3. phpScheduleIt, a web-based computer lab and room scheduling solution

facilities. The utilization of multimedia classrooms would also benefit from even simple
YES/Banner integration so that professors and students could see which rooms have
multimedia capabilities. For example, a “MMCR” (Multimedia Classroom) category on
Banner could be created with class identifiers of “1” for the newest classrooms with BluRay players and touchscreen control systems, “2” for well-equipped classrooms that are
still fully supported but lack the newest equipment, and “3” or “NS” (Not Sufficient) for
classrooms with very old equipment or just bare wall jack video hook-ups to projectors
with no PCs or other equipment. These classrooms and labs would also benefit from
standardized and optimized layouts and floor plans. Per directive J-4 of the IT Master
Plan, a “modeling software tool implemented for classroom and lab space utilization”
was to be purchased, but this never happened and would likely have alleviated this
7

issue. If it was indeed purchased, it is not being fully utilized to further improve the
quality of multimedia classrooms and labs on campus.
!

It should also be briefly stated how important these media classrooms and labs

are to the modern learning environment. Accessing a variety of informative sources
quickly and easily is extremely important today; the days of transparencies and VHS
tapes are quickly fading away. Adding greater functionality to these rooms with new
technologies such as response systems like TurningPoint7 and easy to use external
device connectivity for student and professor devices such as laptops and iPads would
facilitate this change, and other methods could help as well. Technology such as
application virtualization with a solution such as Citrix XenApp8 could also be used to
address much of the effort and expense of machine upgrades and maintenance. By
moving specialized software packages to a server where the applications reside and are
highly accessible, they could be used on any generalized lab PC, open use computer, or
laptop on campus.
!

With much of the above in place, fulfilling the IT Master Plan directives of C-2

and C-3 to “increase multimedia classrooms (fixed and mobile)” and “coordinate
computer lab accessibility and operation across campus” could be achieved. The most

More information is available at http://www.turningtechnologies.com/audienceresponseproducts/
pollingsoftware. It is also important to note that TurningPoint is already installed on many media
classrooms on the YSU campus but is rarely utilized.
7

More information on how Citrix XenApp works can be found at http://www.citrix.com/English/ps2/
products/subfeature.asp?contentID=1683975 and http://www.citrix.com/English/ps2/products/
product.asp?contentID=186
8

8

needed equipment upgrades could easily be determined, and with input from
scheduling information, an equipment database, room layout software, and end users,
the most needed new installations could also be determined and made. These additions
would lessen the dependence on mobile media carts and add much-needed uniformity
and innovation to multimedia labs and classrooms. Faculty and students would be
happier and more productive, and the Youngstown State 2020 Plan goal of being a
leader in cutting-edge technology would be much closer to fruition.

Enterprise Document and Digital Media Storage
!

Managing the storage of documents, media, and other files has always been a

challenge for organizations. Limited physical storage space, poor organization, lack of
indexing, and a search functionality limited to if a worker can find what is needed all
make content management difficult in the enterprise. The time lost to this can quickly
add up, and departments who are understaffed or overburdened are especially
impacted. IT Master Plan directives J-7 (“Provide [a] high-volume document storage
system)” and J-8 (“Provide [a] high-volume digital media storage system”) point out the
need for this management at Youngstown State, but the current implementation is quite
lacking. While some of this functionality is provided in Banner for student records, the
average end user has unmanaged and disparate solutions. Paper invoices, important
documents, fliers, product manuals, charts, and letters needed for staff members to do
9

Figure 1.3.1. Laserfiche Rio, a fully featured Enterprise Content Management system
(Source: http://www.laserfiche.com/SolutionExchange/WPMetadata/uploads/!2012/03/ocu6.png)

Figure 1.3.2. Alfresco, a web-based Enterprise Content Management system
(Source: http://www.eminentware.com/assets/images/WSUS-Computers.jpg)
10

their jobs are stored in filing cabinets or on their office computers if they have the time
ambition to scan these documents in. This method of document management is
unwieldy, unindexed, unsearchable, and often unknown to those outside of an office,
room, or department. With an electronic document management system, all of these
problem areas are addressed and additional possibilities such as interdepartmental
collaboration on documents are opened up. Other advantages such as the elimination of
duplicate work and a reduced dependency on select members of staff also make this an
excellent alternative to papers and filing cabinets.
!

Just recently, Media and Academic Computing has started deploying department

file-storage services on campus9. However, only a handful of departments have been
moved to the service and it offers only a fraction of the potential of true document
management. File storage, although a needed service within a department, does not
address what a document management system would. Features such as attributes, notes
that may hold things such as the purpose of the document, search keywords, an index
for faster searching, collaboration, and versioning or change management are all
missing from a basic file storage server. To help fill this void, more and more
organizations are moving to dedicated Enterprise Content Management (ECM) systems
such as Laserfiche Rio and Alfresco Community. (Figure 1.3.1, 1.3.2) Laserfiche Rio is an
ECM solution that contains a great deal of functionality, some of it overlapping with

9

Information per Dr. Jason Rakers and Mark Welton
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features in Banner and ContentM, and is primarily Windows-only but contains useful
features such as built-in single-sign-on capability, Microsoft SharePoint integration, and
WebDAV access. This platform lock-in can be very limiting to an organization,
especially to a university such as YSU with many Macs, tablet devices, and smartphones
that would either be unsupported or limited in the features available to them. To avoid
platform lock-in, other software packages such as the fully web-based Alfresco are
available. Alfresco Enterprise would be the proper version for an organization such as
YSU due to its feature set, but cloud and Community versions are also available, and
the software itself is open-source and built to run on a variety of software platforms. All
facets of document management can be handled through a web browser, and features
such as versioning history and fine-grained user permissions make it an excellent choice
for an ECM. To properly leverage local software such as Alfresco and get value from it,
integration into the current systems by IT infrastructure staff is still a must. If a cloudbased version is used instead, considerations such as the loss of security management,
loss of management control, decreased flexibility for adding features or making
organizational changes, higher costs, and lack of integration into a local environment
must also be considered prior to implementation (McCredie 2003). Also, once software
is moved away from campus servers, it is often difficult to move the data associated
with the cloud back to local storage and staff may not be prepared to or easily
remember how to do so.
12

Inventory (Software and Hardware) Management
!

The current system for inventory management is heavily fragmented and

disparate between divisions and departments. Hardware is cataloged by internal IT
divisions such as M&AC mainly for easier remote management, patch management,
and work order creation. There is no central database, and the most complete central
machine list is currently an Excel spreadsheet maintained by the CTS division. Software,
with the exception of campus-wide titles such as Microsoft Windows, Microsoft Office,
and Mac OS X, is managed by the department that purchased it. No formal records are
required to be kept, and disks, serial numbers, and activation files may be used once
and then discarded. On top of this, multiple departments may be purchasing software

Figure 1.4.1. BMC Service Desk Express running in Internet Explorer 8 on Windows XP
13

Figure 1.4.2. Numara FootPrints Asset Core Home Page on Windows 7

Figure 1.4.3. Numara FootPrints Asset Core Application Management on Windows 7

14

in small numbers that could be combined into a larger, volume discounted license pool.
Centralization on both of these fronts would greatly simplify inventory management,
improve classroom technology, allow for easier computer lab maintenance, and reduce
IT costs throughout the University. In fact, directive J-1 in the IT Master Plan, “Establish
inventory management system to record/track IT hardware and software licenses”,
already advocates this. The most interesting thing about adding this functionality is that
it is actually inevitable — the current service desk software, BMC Service Desk Express
(née Magic), is now end-of-life technology and is set to be completely replaced in five
years with a BMC acquisition, Numara FootPrints. (Figure 1.4.1, 1.4.2, 1.4.3) This is
actually a best-case scenario – Service Desk Express has a clunky interface, lacks
important features, does not properly implement and integrate other features such as an
optional hardware repository, and only works on Windows with Internet Explorer even
though it is web-based due to its utilization of ActiveX. Footprints has many more
features than the comparatively basic SDE and has clients for Windows, OS X, and even
Linux. The value that FootPrints would bring to Youngstown State goes far beyond the
help desk, and its large feature set can be used to replace or enhance a multitude of
other tasks and processes currently in place, reducing inaccuracies, simplifying
management, and saving time and money.
!

While FootPrints is an obvious choice for inventory management, patch

management should also be taken into consideration. Patch management is the idea of
15

Figure 1.4.4. EminentWare Windows Server Update Services Extension Pack

keeping software and operating systems up-to-date and compliant with baseline
standards. Unpatched software opens up university machines to exploits allowing for
the installation of rootkits, trojans, and viruses, lets application bugs that have been
fixed in program updates perpetuate, and exponentially increases the amount of work
that must be done by support staff to keep the software on machines current. One
option for patch management that could be assimilated into YSU’s Windows Server
management structure is EminentWare’s WSUS Extension Pack 10. (Figure 1.4.4) By
10

http://www.eminentware.com/wsus-patch-management-extension.html
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integrating into the existing Windows Server Update Services infrastructure and
keeping third-party and system software up to date, it reduces the work required for
setup, allows for tight integration with Microsoft updates, and leads to a lower rate of
virus, trojan, and rootkit infections due to exploits. Inventory management and patch
management solutions can also do tasks such as display lists of improperly configured
machines, generate management reports, notify administrators of new patches,
automate inventory processing, and generally keep machines up to date. All of this
translates into fewer hours spent by staff patching machines manually or disinfecting
and restoring infected machines and more relevant information generated for
management to analyze and use for decision making.

Information Technology Knowledge Sharing
!

Many have agreed that knowledge is power, and this statement rings especially

true for the technology at a place of higher education. YSU has realized this as well –
Directive J-10 of the IT Master Plan specifies the need to “Create [a] clearinghouse to
share technology-related information.” Ideally, this clearinghouse would be a
knowledge base of technology information edited and updated by staff members that
would be viewable and searchable to those internal and external to the university. It
would tie into the existing technology pages such as the Computer Services main page
at http://web.ysu.edu/computerservices/, link to little-known information such as the
17

agreement YSU has with Microsoft for purchasing Windows or Office at http://
www.kc.ysu.edu/services/YSUInfo/microsoft.shtml, and replace the extremely basic
and dated “Frequently Asked Questions” and “Online Help Center” sections of the Tech
Desk at http://techdesk.ysu.edu/faq.htm and http://techdesk.ysu.edu/
onlinehelp.htm. It would also do the very important task of retaining institutional
knowledge lost through the attrition of staff and employees.
!

With the variety of knowledge base software packages available, it is important

to choose an effective one for Youngstown State. There are many knowledge base
software packages that are suitable and in use at other universities such as MediaWiki
at the University of Rhode Island11, InstantKB.NET at Seattle University12,
RightAnswers Agent Portal at Miami (Ohio) University13, and KBPublisher at Arkansas
State University. There are also in-house solutions such as the ones used by the
University of Wisconsin-Madison14 and Indiana University 15, with Wisconsin-Madison’s
system even containing a partner program for other organizations. However, for the
simplicity and integration YSU needs from a knowledge base, Parature

11

Example article at http://security.uri.edu/virus/troubleshooting/

12

Example article at http://kb.seattleu.edu/oit/KnowledgebaseArticle10510.aspx

13

https://ithelp.muohio.edu/selfservice/

14

https://kb.wisc.edu/

http://kb.iu.edu/. Usability of knowledge bases is also a valid concern, as covered by a usability study
of this database by the Indiana University School of Informatics at http://willodom.com/projects/kb/
UsabilityEvaluationReport.pdf
15
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Figure 1.5.1. Youngstown State University’s barren Parature Knowledgebase portal

Knowledgebase16 stands out from other solutions. It has advanced search functions,
user login support, service ticket submission capability, and a clean, inclusive interface.
Kent State University uses this knowledge base software, and so do many other
organizations. Most notably, it is already in use by Youngstown State, but only for the
Blackboard Learn and TurningPoint software packages. (Figure 1.5.1) Having this
software in production without utilizing it to its potential is an absolute waste of
available resources. If all support staff were set up on this knowledge base, new
procedures for students, faculty, and staff alike could all be added here instead of
existing only as hard to find links on various YSU web pages and hidden documents on

16

http://www.parature.com/customer-service-software/self-service/parature-knowledgebase/
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Figure 1.5.2. Excerpt from the Bowling Green State University Firelands Faculty and
Staff Handbook
local hard drives. This would have additional positive effects as well. IT resources
would then be freed up for other tasks as many basic support issues wold be covered in
this documentation. Additionally, all users of technology at Youngstown State,
including those involved in distance education, would feel equal as users and would be
able to fully leverage campus technologies.
!

In addition to this, other materials need to be created to inform the university

population of these technology resources. Youngstown State University has no resource

20

handbook or web page of any kind posted on their website, and having one would
alleviate questions on campus about available technologies and resources, usage
policies for university resources, and where to turn for help with technology-related
issues or any other important issues. Whether it is a basic web page such as the ones at
Cornell University17 and Middle Tennessee State18 or a full-featured PDF such as the one
from Bowling Green State University Firelands19, these materials would answer many
of the questions posed by faculty, staff, and students in one place. (Figure 1.5.2)
!
Website Layout and Design
!

Directive K-5 of the IT Master Plan specified the need to “provide [a] web content

management software system” by 2006. This need was first filled by OmniWeb, which is
a basic Content Management System that is popular in education. After a few years,
however, it was clear that it was not filling all of YSU’s needs for a CMS. A solution that
was easier for those who did not know about web design to use and had templates to
unify and improve the look of pages was desired. In 2009, with apparently no research
done on alternative CMSs or input from the CSIS department and those who handle
web design at the university, the Office of Marketing and Communications selected a
new CMS. ContentM, a Kansas-based Content Management System with a much

17

http://www.cornell.edu/facultystaff/

18

http://www.mtsu.edu/itdcommunications/facbook_itd.shtml
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http://www.firelands.bgsu.edu/downloads/fire/file62723.pdf
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Figure 1.6.1. The current Youngstown State University Home Page

Figure 1.6.2. Beta of the new Youngstown State University Home Page at
http://www.ysu.edu/beta

22

greater cost than the “$25,000 + $5,000 ongoing maintenance” budgeted in the IT Master
Plan was selected. Nearly all university pages were subsequently moved from local
servers to ContentM’s servers in Missouri, and it was not until this heavy use that its
many shortcomings were discovered. The university has run into missing features in it
such as the inability to be a full-featured document management system. Limitations
such as not being able to specify page names and instead being forced to use
nondescript, automatically generated names unless ContentM support is emailed are
abounding. Glitches and bugs are found often. On top of all of this, each support email
or call is billed at a premium hourly rate to YSU even after its huge up front payment
and subsequent page payments. ContentM does also not fulfill the need stated in the IT
Master Plan to “develop [a] process to monitor web content and copyright”, and its
pages do not integrate well with other software and are not editable outside of the
ContentM web portal. This makes it difficult for advanced users to edit pages directly
and adds no ability to monitor what content is being posted on the website. At this
point, YSU is largely locked-in to ContentM for the foreseeable future, but projects such
as the university home page redesign show promise. (Figure 1.6.1, 1.6.2) For the future,
other options such as OmniUpdate Campus20, Hannon Hill Cascade Server21,
WordPress22, Drupal, or Joomla could be explored to supplement or eventually replace
Formerly used by Youngstown State, OmniUpdate Campus touts itself as “Used by more colleges and
universities than any other web CMS” on its page at http://omniupdate.com/products/
20

21

http://www.hannonhill.com/products/index.html

22

WordPress showcases the universities that use it at http://wordpress.org/showcase/tag/college/
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ContentM (in fact, this is already happening with WordPress at http://
www.ysunews.com/ and http://ysustem.wordpress.com/). Overall, a dedication to
leveraging internal design resources and creating a set of web design standards is
necessary if Youngstown State is to improve its website to the match the likes of other
universities (even similarly sized ones such as Kent State University) and make sure the
user comes first.

Alumni Management
!

As a university, it is important to keep in touch with former students and faculty.

Youngstown State has a department of Alumni and Events Management, but they lack
the technology to actively engage the alumni. Keeping in contact with alumni presents
an especially difficult task at YSU, as campus email addresses fall out of use and
mailing addresses and phone numbers change often. In addition, these methods of
communication are being rapidly supplanted by the likes of Facebook, Twitter, and
LinkedIn, to name a few. This facilitates the need for a campus-wide alumni
management system. Right now, each department manages its own alumni information;
most is provided through web forms. This is not very efficient or complete. Ideally,
alumni management would be integrated into Banner and its large information
database or powered on a separate website such as Kent State’s Alumni Association23.
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http://www.ksualumni.org
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Things like a page on YSU’s website for alumni with a centralized place to update their
information, contact other alumni or current students, faculty, and staff at the university,
and easily donate to or support Youngstown State would be welcome among former
students. They would also enable YSU to better connect to the former students of the
university, especially through new technologies such as Facebook, Twitter, and
LinkedIn.

The Google Approach
!

There is one last technology and service strategy that should be noted, and it is a

big one. A system that promises 99.9% uptime, ultimate security, open APIs, 25 GB of
storage for each user, chat integration, and real-time collaboration all at no cost sounds
too good to be true, but it is. Google offers this service under the branding of Google
Apps for Higher Education24, and universities all over the world speak its praises25. Its
tight integration among services and expandability for other uses such as alumni
management makes it an excellent choice for an application platform. Jumping to a
platform such as this, however, takes a radical change in mindset and the willingness to
forgo the high level of control most IT departments are used to, including the one at
Youngstown State. While all-in-one options from other vendors such as Microsoft may
be tempting, the device environment that services will be used in needs to be strongly
24

http://www.google.com/apps/intl/en/edu/university.html
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http://www.google.com/apps/intl/en/edu/customer_list.html
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considered. At Youngstown State, Windows PCs are only a portion of the devices used
to access services. A large amount of access happens on Macs, smartphones, and tablet
devices such as iPads. Additionally, many of these devices fall under the BYOD (Bring
Your Own Device) or UYOD (Use Your Own Device) ideal and are not centrally
managed by YSU. Relying on client-side, platform-dependent applications created by
the vendor (Microsoft in this case) would lead to the alienation of a huge percentage of
end users and would be unacceptable for a services platform. All of this points to the
use of open standards such as HTML5 and CSS3 to distribute services from a cloud
platform, which is used by the aforementioned Google as well as from other companies
such as Citrix that use virtualization and open standards to provide applications and
services to end users.

Leveraging Industry-Standard Resources and Best Practices
!

The statement “Leveraging Industry-Standard Resources and Best Practices”

may sound superfluous, but it could not be more meaningful to Youngstown State
University with regards to Information Technology planning. With limited design,
staffing, and funding resources, the decision-making and decision implementation
processes should be assisted as much as possible by internal guidance and external
ideas. Even for any technology or service not mentioned above, there is nearly always
somewhere to turn for assistance. Whether reaching a goal requires a planning
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document, software solution, or outside input, others in higher education and IT has
seen these same issues before and have likely generated documents and ideas to help
reach these goals. The steering committees that are talked about in the IT Master Plan
should use these resources to their advantage when creating IT plans for discussion and
presentation. Feedback from end users and decision makers can be used to create or
refine project implementations, and issues can be addressed in a forum where they can
be remedied. Most importantly, the IT Master Plan itself needs to be consistently
reviewed and updated by multiple groups such as external committees, staff, faculty,
and students to make sure it stays relevant and that any progress is properly noted. If a
plan for the future of technology and services at Youngstown State University is indeed
in place, the sky is the limit for advancement and innovation. That sky, however, can
easily fall if not supported by the organization and its ideals.
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CHAPTER 2
ORGANIZATION
“Centralization, coordination, and leadership”

!

It cannot be emphasized enough how much an organization’s structure and how

the people in it work together affect what can be accomplished there. Youngstown State
University is changing rapidly in this regard, as a change from a fragmented, splintered
technology division into a unified, streamlined one has been put in place; for example, a
more service-oriented shift in the Information Technology and Services division has
taken place with the creation of the Tech Desk and Instructional Technology Center.
However, much work remains if organizational goals are to be met. YSU’s 2020 Strategic
Plan has lofty Mission and Vision Statements, especially for technology (bold text added
for emphasis):

Youngstown State University Mission Statement
Youngstown State University—an urban research university—emphasizes a
creative, integrated approach to education, scholarship, and service. The
University places students at its center; leads in the discovery, dissemination,
and application of knowledge; advances civic, scientific, and technological
development; and fosters collaboration to enrich the region and the world. (5)
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Youngstown State University Vision Statement
Youngstown State University will become a national model for universitycommunity engagement that enhances teaching and learning, student and
faculty research, and community well-being. The University will expand its
regionally focused mission to include national and international emphases,
while working with other colleges and universities, business and industry,
and the K-12 community to stimulate the economic, technological, and cultural
rebirth of Ohio. (5)

Structure and mindset go a long way in an organization, and changes still remain
before YSU can consider this mission and vision fulfilled in regards to technology. The
university must make every effort to improve upon three points of emphasis that have
practically become a necessity in the 21st century — centralization, coordination and
leadership.
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Figure 2.2.1. Organizational Charts for Kent State University and South Dakota State
University
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Figure 2.2.3. Possible Organizational Chart for Youngstown State University, with those
who should participate on the IT Steering Committee noted
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Organizational Structure
!

The structure of an organization says everything about how it can coordinate

internally and externally and provide the leadership necessary to achieve goals.
Organizational charts help to visualize this, and this chapter focuses heavily on them26.
(Figure 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 2.2.3) Currently, the university structure appears to be the same as
many other colleges, but this is not the case. Nearly all other universities have a
separate Information Technology division, and even YSU was set up that way
previously. Having a division whose VP reports directly to the President underscores its
importance, and considering the mission and vision of Youngstown State, this is a
necessity. A Director of Technology Advancement would also make the lives of all IT
staff and mangers easier. When new technologies need implemented, the research and
planning would already be done and the task could immediately be delegated by
management and started on by staff. Noting those who should participate on the IT
Steering Committee is also important if this committee is to be utilized for new ideas
and solutions regarding technology. Lastly, the importance of a Vice President of
Information Technology cannot be underestimated. Without a VP in place, which has
been the case for most of the past decade at YSU, medium-term and long-term
technology decisions are difficult to determine, slow to implement, and hard to follow
for any extended period of time. A lack of top-level leadership also allows for the
Author’s note: None of the Youngstown State University Organizational Charts used in this thesis are
available online as they should be; each one had to be procured from the President’s Office and the
Information Technology department, respectively
26
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decentralization of various groups, allowing splintered solutions to develop and
propagate without a focus on the institutional mission, further fragmenting the
organization and its structure.

Purchasing and Ordering
!

Currently, the VP of Information Technology and Services reports to the VP of

purchasing and procurement, making it seem that purchasing would be a strong point
of the current IT division; this is not always the case, however. Directive B-2 of the IT
Master Plan states the need to “establish enterprise technology purchasing procedures/
processes”, and this is currently fulfilled by documents for campus purchasing
procedures and the eCube purchasing system. eCube is Youngstown State’s name for
the SciQuest e-Procurement system. It ties into Banner and allows for purchasing from
various vendors via the purchasing account set up by the user. This system is good, but
it could be better. Limited access to users other than designated purchasers stops most
staff and faculty and all students from even seeing what is available for purchase. A lack
of training on the software makes it difficult for even the most proficient computer users
from understanding its full capabilities. There is also no easy way to make specification
suggestions or overrides for options on computer hardware. For example, if an internal
3G wireless card is requested in a laptop that will be taken into prisons where dongles
are unacceptable and internet is unreliable, there is currently no official channel to ask
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the eCube administrators if this option can be added either this time or added for all
users. Addressing these flaws in eCube and how it integrates with the organization
structure of the university could make it a much more user-friendly experience and add
more usability to an already good system.

Balancing Autonomy and Centralization
!

As previously stated, Youngstown State has recently been moving towards a

centralized IT structure. This is a step in the right direction due to the centralized
administration and shared labor models relied on by technology staff in today’s world.
The centralized administration model involves basic client machines (PCs and Macs)
connecting to centrally managed servers for services such as email, databases, printing,
and network authentication. Internal resources can easily be shared by the entire
university, and client management can happen from one single source27. For example,
money-saving options such as discounted volume licensing are possible if all campus
software is known about and purchased in bulk by this centralized IT group. The
management burden is moved away from the tedious and redundant administration of
client machines or segregated departments, and available resources can be shifted to
long-term projects such as those in the IT Master Plan.
At Youngstown State, Windows Server and Active Directory are leveraged for machine management
and single-sign-on capabilities. One example of positive centralization is the domain structure of the
university: the main domain is YSU.local, but other domains such as ACADEMICS, ADMINISTRATION,
FINANCIAL, and WCBA still exist and should be rolled up into this main YSU domain for improved
policy management.
27
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!

The shared labor model relies on a centralized group utilizing common methods

and documentation to perform similar tasks across campus. Compared to having one or
two dedicated staffers per building, this is an improvement in many ways. Using this
model, things such as a lack of consistency across departments stemming from differing
or erroneous procedures, a feeling of helplessness on difficult problems, a lack of
staffing due to injury, sickness, transfer, or retirement, and a lack of information sharing
that could otherwise save time for workers and man-hours for the organization are all
avoided.
!

The argument against centralization points out that departmental IT autonomy is

an important thing, as many software packages are specialized in certain buildings and
some users have specialized software or hardware needs. This is true, but the shared
labor model can address this by keeping this information on a centralized server
accessible to all staff members of the group and by having employees that each know
the most about one or two particular buildings on campus. If centralization can be
implemented while allowing each department or building to maintain its autonomy,
more good things can come from centralization.

Lack of Departmental Coordination, Protectionism, and Turf Wars
!

Coordination is key in any organization. Divisions and groups each have their

own specialties, and they should be leveraged in a combined effort to achieve goals.
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When these pitfalls are not avoided, their results can plague an entire organization even
if only a small group is perpetuating them. This goes far beyond technology and indeed
applies to the entire organization, but the focus here is on IT. An example of this is the
YSU website. While ContentM fulfilled the need of directive K-5 in the IT Master Plan to
“provide [a] web content management software system”, its cost exceeded the $25,000
budgeted for initial costs and then exceeded the $5,000 budgeted for yearly
maintenance. The content manager’s purchase was spearheaded by the Department of
Marketing and Communications and seemed rushed with minimal input from the
colleges on campus that would have their pages on it, the IT staff that would be
supporting it, or the Website Advisory Committee that is tasked with things such as the
research of these purchases. The purchase was then not followed up by the tasks from
the IT Master Plan to “Establish website design guidelines and standards” (K-1) and
“Develop web policies and procedures” (K-2), leaving YSU with a Content Manager
that required all of its pages to be moved into a proprietary web interface on servers
hosted in Kansas.
!

Another example is the Pitney Bowes ShipRequest software distributed by the

receiving department. Despite its end of life status from PitneyBowes, it is still is in use
by the university. Its lack of updates and lack of support for any operating system in use
by Youngstown State besides the eleven year old Windows XP (that is unsupported on
new PCs) limits its use greatly. PitneyBowes themselves has recommended moving
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shipping operations to their SendSuite Desktop web software that works on all
platforms and gets regular updates, and organizations such as the state of Florida have
found the potential for additional cost savings on shipping with this software. If there
was greater coordination between the IT and shipping and receiving departments, there
could be a joint determination to move to a shipping solution that will be supported for
the foreseeable future and can be utilized by more staff members than ever. If
departments in the university make an honest attempt to coordinate their actions,
consider interests beyond their own, and allow for groups other than their own to be
involved in decision-making processes, much can be accomplished.

Cognitive Inertia
!

After some time, an organization may develop an unwillingness to change. This

can turn into the failure to adapt. If management cannot not spot this phenomenon and
stop it in its tracks, it could take years to recover from the ideas harbored leading to
stagnation, decline, and even failure within a division or group. Examples of this at any
organization are easy to find, and Youngstown State is no different. A current
information technology example of this at YSU is the Windows 7 rollout. The necessity
to finally upgrade from Windows XP was only brought on by the imminent release of
new Dell PCs that no longer supported anything but Windows 7. Even though the
university owned a license for the operating system, no centrally managed “core image”
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had ever been created for it, and new machines were sitting idle until they had the
proper operating system installed on them. When informed of this, management made
the decision to have the proper group create the necessary operating system image for
future use and have an interim image made for this batch of machines. On top of that,
the rollout has only been on new machines due to the lack of new image building and
management tools being implemented, mainly Microsoft System Center Configuration
Manager 28. The old way works well enough for daily operations, the resources are not
provided for upgrades and new tools, and the status quo is fine for YSU. This kind of
thinking is very dangerous, especially considering the bold statements made by the
university about technology and its role at Youngstown State. A VP of Information
Technology and managers that can provide strong direction for budget, staff, and
research resources to be located, allocated, and distributed is integral to beating the idea
of cognitive inertia over time.

Standards and Procedures
!

An organization cannot run efficiently without a quality set of standards and

procedures. Youngstown State, however, has lacked the impetus to make this a focus for
the organization. While some standards and procedural documents do exist for some
items, they are currently difficult to find and are not in one place. Other standards and

28

http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/server-cloud/system-center/configuration-manager-2012.aspx
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procedures, such as those for university websites, should exist but either do not exist or
are not publicly available. As previously demonstrated, this can easily be solved by
pulling from strategic plans of the university and others and storing them in a central
document repository that is known and available to all. The centralization of these
strategies and methodologies can only increase their use and make them better than
ever due to the high amount of user input that can be received for them. Even the IT
Master Plan, in directive A-6, states the need to “establish written policies and
procedures for “enterprise” issues related to information technology.” Basic directives
such as this one already exist (IT Master Plan B-4: “Create an IT standards
subcommittee of the ITAC to establish interoperability standards for all applications”)
and need to be a top priority of management. They can be delegated to those who can
make them happen but should not be forgotten.

Committees
!

Untapped resources and unrecognized issues are any organization’s bane, and

committees can go a long way at researching these matters and providing input on
them. Various information technology and services committees such as the IT Steering
Committee and Website Advisory Committee exist at YSU, and their current state
should be analyzed by management to make sure they are being utilized fully. The IT
Steering Committee especially has the potential to gather knowledge and issues from
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various stakeholders and users of technology and Youngstown State and put this
feedback into actionable ideas, but just like any other committee, it must be operated
with care. When technology committees are set up to have a wide array of
qualifications, be transparent, and have a guarantee that their ideas will at least be taken
into consideration by the VP of Information Technology Services or other high-level
manager, they are the most useful and most effective.

UP-IT Management (Up-flow of Ideas and Technology to Management)
!

The idea of UP-IT Management is a basic one that makes sure a certain set of

ideals for information technology are still considered, regardless of the amount of
centralization and standardization that may take place in an organization. They include
an end user, service-oriented focus, a drive to constantly improve organizational
culture, the up-flow of ideas which lead to downstream benefits. They emphasize the
need for managers to determine when a project is no longer fulfilling its purpose,
determine when software and hardware is obsolete and needs updating or replacement,
acquire new ideas on technology, and ultimately be fully effective with as much
organizational knowledge as possible. This idea is proactive, not reactive, and
emphasizes projects being done correctly the first time that fulfill the initial needs of end
users. By making sure these goals are achieved, the organization can save time and
money and end users will feel that their needs are being adequately addressed.
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Decision Deficit Disorder
!

Decision making is a tricky yet necessary responsibility. Managers are tasked

with it every day, and they must rely on inputs from within and outside of the
organization for guidance. Between the massive amount of analytical data, end user
needs, staff considerations, and internal limitations such as budgets, consistently
making good decisions and realizing their ripple effects becomes even more difficult. At
Youngstown State University, much of this can be attributed to an inefficient
organizational structure and many of the concepts already discussed – insufficient
standards and procedures, protectionism, a lack of coordination, the inability to balance
autonomy and centralization, and the lack of information flow to management. If
management can take all of these factors into account and make decisions based on
good data using a good decision making process, many of these problems can be
solved. As stated by Susan Grajek, Vice President of Data, Research, and Analytics at
EDUCAUSE, “Higher education IT data needs to go beyond descriptive analysis to new
ways of using data and research to align IT strategy with institutional strategy, plan
new services and initiatives, manage existing services, and operate the IT organization
on a daily basis.” Data can help answer the questions of efficiency, effectiveness, and
innovation within information technology, and "deciding how to decide" can improve
productivity and cut costs. (Grajek)
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!

When good decision-making processes are combined with end user input, staff

suggestions and recommendations, technology committees and panels, and external
sources such as governing bodies, better decisions can be made by competent IT
professionals quickly and efficiently and communicated back to those who will
implement them. This once again relates to the main point of this chapter – it is
necessary to have the organizational structure and management personnel in place to
facilitate decision making and task delegation before directives can be completed and
end users can be well-served.
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CHAPTER 3
CONCLUSIONS
“Youngstown State University must be committed to becoming an active and innovative
participant in the technology of the 21st century.”

!

Information technology at Youngstown State University has the opportunity to

be an exemplary part of the university’s mission and vision and can be seen as an area
of excellence at YSU if the proper steps are taken as soon as possible. They include the
following recommendations:
1. Renewing the emphasis on implementing directives in the IT Master Plan
2. Updating the IT Master Plan and its progress on a regular basis
3. Standardizing and improving classroom and lab technologies
4. Reaping the benefits of an Enterprise Content Management system
5. Implementing a centralized inventory management and tracking system
6. Coordinating patch management and software updates
7. Upgrading the current service desk software
8. Leveraging a centralized knowledge base for all technology information
9. Creating a Faculty, Staff, and Students handbook
10. Emphasizing the need for a well designed, highly usable university website
11. Introducing end-to-end alumni management
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12. Exploring free and standards-based solutions for applications and services
13. Leveraging existing industry standards and best practices for the above
14. Dedicating resources to live up to the technology goals in the YSU 2020 Plan
15. Adjusting the organizational structure to enhance leadership and efficiency
16. Aligning goals of the Purchasing and Information Technology departments
17. Balancing the desire of autonomy with the need of centralization
18. Addressing the lack of departmental coordination on campus
19. Mitigating the protectionism and turf wars of divisions on campus
20. Reducing cognitive inertia
21. Accepting the need for additional standards and procedures
22. Utilizing steering committees to improve Information Technology
23. Promoting the up-flow of ideas and technology to management
24. Eliminating decision deficit disorder and the management philosophy that
perpetuates it
25. Providing for independent reviews of the IT Master Plan (such as this one)
26. Listening to end users and serving their needs
Universities are meant for learning and advancement and should be proactive, not
reactive, when technology is the topic. To achieve its vision for the future, Youngstown
State University must be committed to becoming an active and innovative participant in
the technology of the 21st century.
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APPENDIX C - Current Online Resources and Websites
EDUCAUSE - A nonprofit association and foremost community of IT leaders and
professionals committed to advancing higher education by promoting the intelligent
use of information technology.
http://www.educause.edu
University Guidebook
Finance and Administration
Youngstown State University
http://web.ysu.edu/guidebook/
http://web.ysu.edu/gen/ysu/40004999_Facilities_m883.html (Facilities / Technology)
Department of Computer Science and Information Systems
Youngstown State University
http://www.csis.ysu.edu/
College of Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics
Youngstown State University
http://stem.ysu.edu/home
Computer Services
Youngstown State University
http://web.ysu.edu/computerservices/
Tech Desk
Youngstown State University
http://helpdesk.ysu.edu/
Maag Library
Youngstown State University
http://maag.ysu.edu/
Media & Academic Computing
Youngstown State University
http://mac.ysu.edu/mac_new/
Software Purchasing
Kilcawley Center Services
Youngstown State University
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http://www.kc.ysu.edu/services/YSUInfo/index.shtml
Personal Web Pages
Youngstown State University
http://people.ysu.edu/
YSU 2020 Strategic Plan
Youngstown State University
http://web.ysu.edu/2020strategicplan
http://web.ysu.edu/2020
MyYSU Portal (YES/Banner)
Youngstown State University
http://my.ysu.edu/
Instructional Technology Center
Youngstown State University
http://mac.ysu.edu/mac_new/ITC_home.html
Media and Academic Computing Media Design Department
Youngstown State University
http://mac.ysu.edu/mac_new/media_design.html
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APPENDIX D - Supplementary Materials and Documents
!

The documents that went into the creation of this thesis are extensive in both

length and size but are essential to the contents of this thesis. For this reason, I have
packaged them together in a Zip archive available for download at http://
jmeddy.com/projects.php. The PDF of this thesis and the PDFs of the organizational
charts that were created for the thesis are also available at that page.
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